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Abstract
Black phosphorus (b-P) single crystals having the n-type electrical conductivity produced in a high pressure set-up 
(~1  GPa) with six diamond anvils at 800 °C for 12 h have been studied. The electrical conductivity σ(Т,В) and the 
Hall constant Rh(Т,В) have been analyzed within one-band and two-band models as functions of temperature in the 
2 < Т < 300 K range and magnetic field in the 0 < В < 8 T range. Fitting of the experimental σ(Т,В) and Rh(Т,В) curves 
suggests the following key properties of the crystals: (1) intrinsic conductivity type, (2) approximately equal electron 
and hole concentrations and mobilities, (3) anisotropic behavior of electron and hole conductivities, concentrations and 
mobilities and (4) combination of negative and positive contributions to magnetoresistance (magnetoresistive effect, 
MR). In a zero magnetic field the anisotropy coefficient α = [σа(Т) – σс(Т)]/σс(Т) below 50–70 K is positive whereas 
above 220 K its sign changes to negative due to a specific combination of the temperature dependences of carrier con-
centration and mobility. It has been shown that the negative sign of relative MR (negative magnetoresistive effect) dom-
inates at T < 25 K and B < 6 T and is presumably caused by the effects of strong localization resulting from structural 
disorder. The positive MR sign (positive magnetoresistive effect) is associated with the Lorentz mechanism of carrier 
movement and exhibits itself above 25 K in 6–8 T magnetic fields.
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1. Introduction

Black phosphorus (b-P) is one of the most atmospher-
ic-pressure  stable  allotropic  phosphorus  modifications 
pertaining to the series of materials having a new-type lay-
ered 2D structure [1–3]. Figure 1 shows schematic view 
of the crystal lattice of b-P single crystals. It can be seen 
from Fig. 1 that its crystal lattice is orthorhombic (Cmcа) 

with eight atoms per unit cell and has a rifled double lay-
ered structure with a system of parallel ridges and troughs 
[4–6]. The phosphorus atoms in the layers are bound with 
three closest neighbors by covalent bonds of unpaired 
electrons. It has been reported [7–9]  that  the angles be-
tween the bonds are θ213 = 96.34° and θ145 = 102.09°, the 
bond lengths are d1  =  0.2224  nm  and d2  =  0.2244  nm 
and the lattice parameters along the crystallographic axes 
are а = 0.4376 nm, b = 1.0478 nm and  c = 0.3314 nm. 
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The layers are bound by Van der Waals forces, the inter-
layer distances being approximately 50% greater than the 
interatomic distances inside the layers which is evident 
from the lattice parameters presented above.

As can be seen from Fig. 1 a, because of the atomic 
positions in the black phosphorus crystal lattice there are 
two non-equivalent directions: the zigzag shaped one (ZZ, 
parallel to the atomic ridges) and the armchair-shaped one 
(AC, perpendicular to the ridges) [8, 10]. This anisotropy 
is typically described using three axes a, b and c where 
the a and c axes are parallel to the layers and perpendic-
ular to each other and to the b axis, with the b axis being 
perpendicular to the layers.

Studies of bulk black phosphorus started after 
P.U. Bridgman first  synthesized  it  in 1914 at high pres-
sures and temperatures [11]. However in the 2000s when 
the layered structure of b-P and other specific features of 
its electrical conductivity (see below) were first used, an 
intense study of single- and multilayered graphene-like 
2D structures and layered transition metal chalcogenides 
started (see references in monographs and overviews 
[1,  12–16]). Low-dimensional b-P  (referred  to  as phos-
phorene) is of great interest thanks to its useful proper-
ties such as narrow and adjustable direct band gap (0 to 
0.3 eV), high carrier mobility, strong anisotropy in the 
plane of the Van der Waals bound layers as well as a large 
specific surface area. Furthermore of practical interest are 
the attractive photothermal properties, biocompatibili-
ty, biodegradability and other properties of black phos-
phorus  [17–19].  For  this  reason  phosphorene  research-
ers pay special attention to applications such as energy 
conversion and storage, oxygen extrication, electronics, 
optoelectronics, photocatalytic hydration, water splitting, 
thermoelectric generators etc.

Despite the obvious success in phosphorene research 
there are still a number of pending questions in the un-
derstanding and explanation of the properties (primarily, 
electric ones) of bulk b-P crystals. Below is a brief over-
view of literary data on the electrical properties of bulk 
polycrystalline and single crystalline black phosphorus 
obtained using various methods.

Works dealing with the properties of black phospho-
rus can be arbitrarily divided in 2 groups: in the period 

from 1914 to approx. 1990 [2, 6, 20–24] and after 2014 
[1,  3–5, 7–19, 25–33] when interest to b-P arose again 
due to the production of b-P single crystals having a 
higher structural perfection. There are multiple literary 
data on the electrical resistivity and Hall effect of bulk 
b-P single crystals over a wide range of temperatures 
and magnetic fields [20–28] and at different pressures. 
These data show that the room temperature electrical 
resistivity  ρ300 and the Hall mobility µ300 of bulk b-P 
specimens exhibit a large scatter, i.e., 0.02–60 Ohm 
and 30–4000 cm2/(V ∙ s),  respectively. This wide scatter 
of these parameters is primarily caused by the difference 
in the structural perfection of tested crystals. Studies of 
ρ(Т) for bulk b-P specimens over a wide temperature 
range  (2–725 K)  [20–28,  33]  showed  a  quite  complex 
pattern of the temperature dependences of their electrical 
resistivity ρ(Т). It was also shown [20–28, 33] that with 
an  increase  in  temperature ρ(Т) of b-P crystals initially 
decreases reaching a minimum at approx. 60–100 K, 
reaches a maximum at 250–500 K and then starts to de-
cline again. Although this trend of resistivity as a func-
tion of temperature is quite complex and the temperature 
ranges in which the abovementioned minimum and max-
imum of ρ(Т) occur differ significantly, the data are in a 
good agreement in general.

As noted  above,  earlier data  [20, 24, 25, 27, 29–33] 
suggest (see for example Fig. 3) that the layered structure 
of b-P single crystals is exhibited in the high anisotro-
py of carrier transport and largely affects the pattern of 
the Hall constant Rh(Т,В)  as well  as  ρ(Т,В) and µ(Т,В) 
as functions of temperature and magnetic field for elec-
tric current flow along three different axes (а, b and с) of 
the crystals. Earlier studies showed [2, 20, 23–26, 29–37] 
that the electrical conductivity and mobility are always 
the highest in the ac plane of the single crystals, and on 
the  whole  they  decrease  in  the  sequence  σc > σа > σb 
[2,  23, 24, 33].

As  noted  earlier  [24]  the  scatter  of  the  electrical  re-
sistivity and carrier mobility in the crystals can originate 
not only from differences in the quality of the crystals 
but also from the sampling and crystal axes orientation 
accuracy  relative  to  the  current  flow  direction. The  ef-
fect of b-P crystal imperfections on the anisotropy of the 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of rifled layered structure, (b) layer top view and (c) layer fragment in b-P lattice [4, 5].
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electrical properties of the crystals was studied in detail 
earlier [2, 24, 33]. It was shown [2, 24, 33] that the scatter 
of the specific electrical resistivity data along the b axis 
(perpendicular to the layers bound with Van der Waals 
bonds) and the discrepancy with the data on the effective 
carrier mass (especially at low temperatures) are due to 
the presence of stacking faults and other types of imper-
fections in the crystals along this axis. Furthermore there 
are indications [20, 30, 36] that the atomic structure an-
isotropy in black phosphorus leads to a strong anisotropy 
of the dispersion law and effective mass of carriers in the 
allowed band which further contributes to the orientation 
dependence of the carrier mobility and conductivity not 
only in single crystals but also in single- and multilayered 
b-P specimens.

The behavior of anisotropic semiconductors and 
semimetals (especially those having nontrivial carri-
er dispersion laws) in magnetic fields plays a key role 
in the understanding of their carrier transport mech-
anisms.  The  first  data  on  the magnetoresistive  effect 
in b-P crystals were reported in the earliest works 
on  the  topic  [23,  24]  in which  the  authors  first  noted 
the existence of two contributions to the relative mag-
netoresistance  MR  =  [ρ(В)  –  ρ(0)]/ρ(0)] ∙ 100%, i.e., 
positive magnetoresistance (PMR) at high temperatures 
(Т > 77 K) and negative one (NMR) at lower temper-
atures (T < 4 K). Scarce studies after 2014 [20, 32–40] 
reported contradictory results on the behavior of the elec-
trical resistivity of black phosphorus single crystals in 
magnetic fields. The most detailed study of MR reported 
so far [35] was carried out for the following experimen-
tal  conditions:  current  flow  is  along  the  c axis and the 
B vector is perpendicular to the ac plane of the single 
crystal. It was reported [35] the lack of NMR and a gi-
ant PMR of 510% occurs at magnetic field with  induc-
tion B =  7 T  at T  =  30 K. The  test  single  crystal  [35] 
exhibited a transition from the parabolic (Lorentz-like) 
to the linear ρ(В) dependence. Due to the inhomogeneity 
of the test single crystals the PMR was attributed to the 

large-scale potential relief (LSPR) which caused carrier 
mobility fluctuations. The parabolic Lorentz contribution 
to the PMR which dominated at B < BL was confirmed 
by the adherence to Kohler’s rule [37] which indicates the 
existence of a single scattering process in the n-P single 
crystal under study.

The PMR to NMR transition [38] was confirmed to oc-
cur as a result of black phosphorus single crystal cooling 
below 10 K in B < 5 T magnetic fields. At higher tempera-
tures the PMR grew with an increase in temperature and 
after the maximum of approx. 100% at a T = 40 K PMR 
contribution declined with a further increase in tempera-
ture (by ~10% at 300 K). Furthermore it was reported 
[37] that the PMR values were always higher for field in-
duction vector B orientation parallel to the c axis in com-
parison with that for B vector orientation parallel to the 
b axis. Two interesting features of the effect of magnetic 
field on carrier transport under electric field were reported 
[38, 39]:

1.  With  an  increase  in  the magnetic  field  the  longi-
tudinal contribution  to  the  resistivity  tensor ρхх(B) does 
not undergo saturation in the PMR region whereas in the 
NMR region its saturation occurs.

2.  The Hall  resistivity ρхх(B) grows linearly with an 
increase in the magnetic field at 3 and 300 K but exhibits 
a nonlinear behavior in the entire range of intermediate 
temperatures, i.e., 20–200 K.

The former specific feature of the ρхх(B) behavior un-
der  impact  of magnetic field  results  in  necessity  to  de-
scribe it by two models, i.e., the classical resistor array 
model (caused by disorder) and the magnetic polaron 
model (due to the high ohmicity of the crystal) [38, 39]. 
The former model dominates at higher temperatures and 
the latter one, in the low-temperature range.

The latter specific feature of  the ρхх(B) behavior in a 
magnetic field is accounted for on the basis of two-band 
conductivity models involving two types of carriers.

Analysis of literary data on carrier transport in bulk 
black phosphorus crystals discovers a wide range of 

Figure 2. (a) Raman spectrum and (b) X-ray diffraction pattern of black phosphorus single crystal.
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models based on which black phosphorus electrical 
properties are described. It should be noted that there 
are  scarce  data  on  the  influence  of  b-P  crystal  growth 
technology (primarily, synthesis process pressure, tem-
perature duration and atmosphere), defect state (single 
crystal, polycrystal, type and quantity of defects, defor-
mation etc.) and measurement mode (number of heat-
ing/cooling cycles, storage time and atmosphere) on the 
temperature dependences of electrical resistivity, mag-
netoresistive effect, Hall effect, Seebeck effect and oth-
er properties of the material. For this reason a number 
of questions as to the nature of the electrical properties 
formation in black phosphorus bulk crystals have not 
been clarified as yet.

Below we present data on the temperature dependenc-
es of the electrical conductivity, magnetoresistance and 
Hall effect for several b-P bulk single crystals made by 
2D Semiconductors, USA.

2. Experimental

The single crystals were synthesized in a high pressure 
plant (~1 Gpa) with six diamond anvils at 800 °C for 
12 h following a technology similar to a earlier described 
one [41]. The structure of the crystals was certified by the 
manufacturer using X-ray diffraction and Raman spec-
troscopy (Fig. 3).

Standard measurements of the electrical resistivi-
ty R(T,В) and the Hall constant Rh(T,В) of the black 
phosphorus single crystals were carried out in the 
2 < T < 300 K temperature range at 0 ≤ B < 8 T magnetic 
fields. The test specimens were rectangular, their longer 
sides (and hence the current vector directions) being par-
allel to the a crystallographic axis (Specimen 1) or the c 
axis (Specimen 2) and the B vector being always per-
pendicular to the ac plane, i.e., it was along the b axis. 

The R(T,В) and Rh(T,В) dependences were recorded in 
a cryogen-free measurement system of Cryogenics Ltd., 
UK, on the basis of a closed-cycle refrigerator. The cur-
rent through the specimens during the measurements 
was set and measured with a Keithley 6430 unit which 
allows measuring electrical resistance in the 100 mΩ to 
10 GΩ range accurate  to within 0.1%. The  temperature 
of the specimens was controlled with LakeShore ther-
modiodes calibrated accurate to 0.0005 K and having 
a reproducibility of 0.001 K. The temperature was sta-
bilized and measured with a LakeShore 331 controller. 
The measurement accuracy of the conductivity σ and the 
Hall constant Rh was not worse than 5%, the error being 
mostly determined by the measurement error in specimen 
dimensions, electric contact width and contact spacing. 
Room temperature Hall effect and Seebeck effect sign 
measurements showed that the test single crystals had the 
n type conductivity. The stability of the Hall effect sign 
testified to the predominantly electron conductivity over 
the whole test temperature range. The quality of the con-
tacts for all the specimens was checked by preliminary 
measurement of IVs at T  =  300 K which proved  to be 
linear at currents of below 1 mA.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 3 shows typical temperature dependences of the 
conductivity and the Hall constant for two crystals (Spec-
imens 1 and 2) in which the current was oriented along 
the longer sides (the a and c axes appropriately) and the 
magnetic  field  was  always  perpendicular  to  the  wider 
face, i.e., the ac plane.

The tests showed that the b-P specimens exhibit a 
strong conductivity anisotropy showing itself primarily in 
the difference between the behavior of σа(Т) and σс(Т) in 
the measuring temperature range with the current vector 

Figure 3. Temperature dependences of (a) conductivity σ and (b) Hall constant Rh in B = 8 T magnetic field for current flow along 
(1) the a axis and (2) the c axis of b-P bulk crystals. Insets: (a) σ(Т) at T ≤ 15 K and (b) Hall carrier concentration for the single-band 
model.
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being always oriented along the a or c axes, respectively. 
It can be seen from Fig. 3 a  that  for current flow along 
the c  axis  the  σс(Т) curve course for Specimen 2 in 
the entire 2–300 K range (Curve 2) is typical of semi-
conductors.  In  the  meantime  the  σа(Т) curve course 
for  Specimen  1  (i.e.,  for  current  flow  along  the a axis, 
Fig. 3 a, Curve 1) above 50–70 K is almost the same as 
the σ(Т) curve of metals. In the semiconductor range it is 
always true that σа(Т) > σс(Т), i.e., the presence of ridges 
in the b-P atomic structure produces additional barriers 
to carrier movement. Below 50–70 K the anisotropy co-
efficient  α  =  [σа(Т)  –  σс(Т)]/σс(Т) is positive whereas 
above 220 K its sign changes to negative, and therefore 
the σа(Т) curve in Fig. 3 a lies below σс(Т). An addition-
al specific feature of  the σа(Т) and σс(Т) curves is their 
saturation upon specimen cooling below 10 K (Fig. 3 a, 
inset).

The test showed that Rh(В) in fields stronger than 1 T 
at any temperatures is almost insensitive to magnetic field 
magnitude. Figure 3 b shows Hall constant as a function 
of temperature Rh(Т)  in  the magnetic  field  of B  =  8 T 
for Specimens 1 and 2. The close behavior of these de-
pendences indicates a weak anisotropy: the Rh(Т) curve 
measured along the a axis proves to be on average by 
only 20% lower than the one measured along the c axis. 
Since for single type of carriers the carrier concentration 
is inversely proportional to the Hall constant, this Rh(Т) 
behavior at low temperatures correlates with the behav-
ior of the σа(Т) and σс(Т) curves. Furthermore it can be 
seen from the inset in Fig. 3 b that the temperature de-
pendence of the Hall electron concentration 1/еRh(8 T) in 
Arrhenius’ coordinates becomes linear above 70 K that 
allows to estimate the defect ionization energy Ei and 
the effective electron concentration nо in the b-P single 

Figure 4. Relative magnetoresistance MR(В,Т) for black phosphorus specimens (a) 1 and (b) 2 as a function of magnetic field B at 
different temperatures T, K: (1) 2; (2) 5; (3) 10; (4) 25; (5) 50; (6) 100; (7) 150; (8) 200; (9) 250; (10) 275; (11) 300.
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crystals within the single-band model [24, 41, 42]. These 
estimates suggest that Ei for Specimens 1 and 2 are 9.13 
and 9.39 meV, respectively, and nо are 2.12 · 10–23 and 
1.79 · 10–23 m–3, respectively. It should be noted that Ei 
for the test specimens are more than 3 times lower than 
the band gap Eg ≈ 0.31÷0.37 eV according to earlier es-
timates  [2,  22,  24,  41]  for  intrinsic  b-P  single  crystals. 
The Ei estimates shown above prove to be close to earli-
er literary data which were also obtained within the sin-
gle-band model but the electron concentrations are higher 
as compared with our [42] and others’ [22, 39] estimates 
made on the basis of the two-band model (see below) 
which implies the existence of two different-sign carrier 
types in b-P crystals.

To correctly estimate the carrier concentrations and 
adequately describe the carrier transport mechanisms 
in single crystal b-P Specimens 1 and 2 we additionally 
studied the relative magnetoresistance MR(В,Т) = [R(B) – 
R(0)]/R(0) as a function of magnetic field and temperature 
(Fig. 4). The curves shown in Fig. 4 suggest that the test 
specimens exhibit competitive contributions to MR(В,Т): 
in magnetic fields with the induction B < 6 T the NMR 
contribution dominates whereas at B > 6 T the PMR con-
tribution becomes predominant, which is in agreement 
with literary data [23, 38, 36]. As can be seen from the 
insets in Fig. 4, the maximum absolute value of the NMR 
effect in Specimen 2 (MRc) is almost 3 times higher than 
MRа. One can furthermore note the following. The NMR 
effect region in Fig. 4 coincides with the saturation re-
gion in the temperature functions of conductivity σ(Т) at 
low temperatures (see inset in Fig. 3 a). The maximum 
absolute values of negative MRа(В,Т) for Specimen 1 and 
the magnetic induction Bm up to which NMR occurs (see 
curves in the inset of Fig. 4 a) are almost insensitive to 
temperature at 2 < Т ≤ 10 K but decline rapidly in the 10 
< Т ≤ 50 K range. For Specimen 2, MRс(В,Т) in the NMR 
region declines monotonically with an increase in tem-
perature at Т ≤ 25 K although the position of Bm is almost 
temperature-insensitive. Possible origins of the NMR 
effect and its behavior as a function of temperature and 
magnetic field as well as correlations between MR(В,Т) 
and σ(Т) for the test specimens will be discussed below.

Analysis of the curves showed that in magnetic fields 
with magnitudes greater than Bm the absolute values of 
NMR effect and in the whole range of PMR contribu-
tion, the MR(В) curves are proportional to B2 suggesting 
its Lorentz nature. One should note a number of specific 
features inherent to the behavior of this contribution with 
a change in temperature. At 10 K the magnetoresistive 
effect (even after subtraction of the NMR contribution) 
is the smallest (almost zero) as compared with its val-
ues at higher temperatures although there are indications 
[37, 43]  that  the Lorentz contribution  to MR(В) usually 
decreases, not grows, with an increase in temperature. 
Furthermore it is at T = 10 K that the anisotropy of mag-
netoresistance is completely eliminated since the MR(В) 
curves for Specimens 1 and 2 look absolutely identical 
(see Curves 3 in Fig. 4 a and b).

As shown above the experiments revealed a strong an-
isotropy of the electrical conductivity and magnetoresis-
tance, including a change in the sign of the anisotropy co-
efficient α = [σа(Т) –σс(Т)]/σс(Т). This anisotropy shows 
itself not only as the dependence of the conductivity and 
MR on current vector orientation relative to the crystallo-
graphic axes of b-P single crystals but also as a change in 
the course of the σ(Т) (semiconducting- or metallic-like) 
curves and the magnetoresistive effect as a function of 
magnetic field and temperature MR(В,Т) (NMR or PMR). 
As follows from the brief literature review presented 
above the main features of the σ(Т), Rh(В,Т) and MR(В,Т) 
curves for b-P bulk crystals are explained in different 
sources within four most widely used approaches.

1. Movement of one type of carriers (holes) in intrin-
sic b-P crystals (single-band model) [24, 41, 42].

2. Movement of two different-sign carriers with dif-
ferent effective masses  in  two bands [2, 22, 24, 35, 39, 
41] (two-band model).

3. Movement of carriers in large-scale potential pat-
tern relief causing the so-called mobility fluctuations [35, 
46, 47].

4. Movement of carriers under strong localization 
conditions (hopping conductivity of carriers or polarons) 
[26, 38].

We will now justify the criteria of choosing one of the 
above listed approaches that we will use hereinafter for 
analyzing  the  experimental  σ(Т), Rh(В,Т) and MR(В,Т) 
dependences and discussing the measurement results.

The use of the single-band model in the former case 
for analysis of the movement of one type carriers is 
most likely incorrect for the following reasons. First, 
this model is only applicable to undoped b-P which is an 
intrinsic semiconductor and should have predominantly 
hole conductivity type since the effective mass of holes 
is lower than that of electrons [48]. Our Hall effect and 
thermo-emf measurements suggest the electron conduc-
tivity  type  of  the  material  which  testifies  either  to  the 
presence of donor centers (impurities and/or defects) in 
the test specimens or to a smaller effective mass of elec-
trons in comparison with that of holes. Secondly, as not-
ed above the single-band model overestimates electron 
concentration in comparison with literary available data 
for b-P crystals having the electron conductivity type at 
high temperatures (see inset in Fig. 3 b). Thirdly, as can 
be seen from the inset in Fig. 5 a the behavior of the Hall 
mobility vs temperature dependences µh(Т) = σ(Т)Rh(Т) 
does not agree with any of the known electron scatter-
ing mechanisms in semiconductors at high (phonon scat-
tering) and low (scattering at charged impurity ions and 
defects) temperatures.  It should be borne in mind that 
according  to earlier data  [49]  the Hall mobility vs tem-
perature dependences for a homogeneous semiconductor 
should have an exponential shape µh(Т) ~ Тk where the 
exponent k (curve slope in the Lg(µh) – Lg(T) coordi-
nates, see insets in Fig. 5 a) depends on the scattering 
mechanism and should typically be close to one of the 
following values: +1, +3/2, –1 or –3/2.
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The model allowing for carrier movement in the large-
scale potential relief region is typically used for analysis 
of Hall mobility in heavily inhomogeneous semicon-
ductors containing large-scaled structural defects. In b-P 
crystals these defects can be grain boundaries (in poly-
crystals), dislocations, interlayer cracks (caused by the 
extremely high brittleness of these crystals), stacking 
faults (violation of the layering rule of phosphorus atoms) 
as well as point defect clusters. The presence of large-
scale potential relief in inhomogeneous semiconductor 
crystals shows itself at low temperatures when and if the 
temperature  dependence  of  μh(Т) in double logarithmic 
coordinates is linear and has extra large positive slopes 
(the exponent values k >> 3/2) [49]. As can be seen from 
the inset in Fig. 5 a,  the Lg(μh) – Lg(T) curves for the 
test b-P crystals do not exhibit large slopes at low tem-
peratures. Another contribution of large-scale potential 
relief  in  inhomogeneous semiconductors [49] should be 
a transition to a linear magnetoresistance vs magnetic 
field dependence  in  the PMR region with a decrease  in 
temperature. This MR(B) ~ B dependence for b-P crystals 
was described earlier in [35] but the MR(B) curves shown 
above (Fig. 4) do not feature any signs of linear magneto-
resistive effect either.

Attempts to describe carrier movement under strong 
localization conditions showing itself as hopping or po-
laron conductivity at temperatures below 40–50 K also 
failed because low-temperature σ(Т) curves in Mott’s co-
ordinates [50] were not linearized.

Analysis of the possibility to use the four abovemen-
tioned most widely used approaches to the description 
of  the σ(Т), Rh(В,Т) and MR(В,Т) dependences showed 
that correct description of the magnetoresistive properties 
of b-P requires the two-band model be used. Note also 
that when discussing the properties of b-P single crystals 
we ruled out Drude’s theory of quantum corrections to 

the conductivity due to a carriers phase breaking under 
weak localization conditions which was formerly ob-
served only in single- or multilayered specimens of split-
ted phosphorene, graphene and transition metal chalco-
genides [38, 44, 45, 47].

For a quantitative evaluation of the parameters de-
scribing the conductivity and galvanomagnetic properties 
of b-P single crystal Specimens 1 and 2 on the basis of 
the two-band model [51, 53] we will hereinafter use the 
following relations:

 (1a)

 (1b)

 (1c)

where μi, ni are the mobility and concentration of i-th type 
carriers (i = p, n), respectively, B is the magnetic field in-
duction in which the specimen is located, e is the electron 
charge and rh is the Hall factor. Since the Hall coefficient 
does not depend on magnetic field at В > 1 T then assum-
ing electron and hole mobilities to be equal (μi = μ) we 
can rewrite Eqs. (1a)–(1c) as follows:

 (2)

where

 (3)

Figure 5. (a) Hall mobility vs temperature dependences µh(T) in linear coordinates and (b) Hall concentration vs temperature 
dependences nо(T) in double logarithmic coordinates for Specimens (1) 1 and (2) 2. Inset: µh(Т) dependences in double logarithmic 
coordinates.
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is the sum of the carrier concentrations. Then Eq. (1a) 
reduces to the following relation:

 (4)

Introducing the relationship

 (5)

we obtain the formula for relative magnetoresistance ten-
sor:

 (6)

where μ0 is the mobility at B = 0. This implies the equality

 (7)

For the two carrier types having different signs (elec-
trons and holes) and mobilities in classically weak mag-
netic fields μ2В2 << 1 for which rh depends on the scatter-
ing mechanism [51], it follows from Eq. (1a) that the Hall 
coefficient can be expressed as follows:

 (8)

whereas for μp = μe = μ it transforms as follows: 

 (9)

Therefore, the experimental value 1/eRh will be related 
to the actual carrier concentrations (n and p) through the 
following formula:

   (10)

In this case the conductivities for equal electron and 
hole mobilities (μp = μe = μ) and for co-existence of two 
different-sign carrier types will be as follows:

σ = σh + σe = enμ + epμ = eμ (n + p) = eμn2, (11a)

σ = σh + σe = enμe + epμh, (11b)

whence

n2 = (n + p). (12)

Therefore, the n1 parameter in Eq. (10) can be obtained 
by measuring the Hall coefficient (1/eRh), the n2 param-
eter can be borrowed from the conductivity formula (Eq. 
(11a)) and the mobility can be calculated using Eq. (6) for 
the MRxx parameter:

 (13)

Simple transformations of Eqs. (1) and (12) yield the 
following set of equations for n and p calculation:

 (14)

The relationships obtained above (Method 1) will be 
hereinafter used for the calculations of carrier concentra-
tions and mobilities (provided the latter are equal).

To estimate these parameters in the assumption of the 
electrical neutrality condition (if the b-P crystals are ac-
cepted to be intrinsic semiconductors) we will consider 
the electron and hole concentrations to be equal:

n = p. (15)

Then the conductivity, the Hall constant and the mag-
netoresistance will be respectively described by the fol-
lowing relationships [51, 53]:

σ = σh + σe = enμe + epμh = eN (μe + μh); (16a)

 
 (16b)

 (16c)

Introducing the notations

 (17a)

 (17b)

 (17c)
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we obtain the following set of equations for the calcula-
tion of mobilities:

D = C2 – 4A,

which has two solutions:

  (18)

Calculations using Eqs. (15)–(18) are the principle of 
Method 2.

We will now estimate some parameters of the test b-P 
single crystal specimens using Methods 1 and 2 for the 
fitting  of  the  galvanomagnetic  properties  as  described 
above. It should be noted that for calculations based on 
either of the Methods using the experimentally observed 
magnetoresistive effect MR(T,B) at temperatures below 
25 K we took into account the NMR contribution to the 
magnetoresistive effect in the region of a magnetic field 
by subtracting its maximum absolute value at В  = Bm 
(see insets in Fig. 4). The possibility of this allowance 
for NMR (at least partial) is provided by the fact that the 
quadratic magnetoresistance vs B dependence exists not 
only in the PMR region: it starts almost immediately at 
В > Bm when the NMR contribution is still present. The 
latter fact suggests that the NMR contribution at above 
Bm decreases with an increase in B.

Results of fitting using both Methods described above 
for derivation of the electron and hole concentration and 

Figure 7. (a) Electron and hole mobilities µ(T) vs temperature and (b) electron-to-hole mobility ratio (µn/µр) for Specimens (1) 1 
and (2) 2. Inset: mobility vs temperature in double logarithmic coordinates.

Figure 6. (a) Electron and hole concentrations (n  =  p) vs temperature and (b) electron-to-hole concentration ratio (n/p) for 
Specimens (1) 1 and (2) 2. Inset: same functions in double logarithmic coordinates.
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mobility temperature dependences yield close values, see 
Figs. 6 and 7. We further illustrate the proximity of these 
values by summarizing the calculated p, μn and μр values 
for Т = 25 K in Table 1.

Before discussing the dependences shown in Figs. 
6 and 7 one should note that the difference between 
the electron and hole concentrations calculated using 
Method 1 in Table 1 is within 0.23% and the results of 
calculation using Method 2 are intermediate between the 
respective estimates obtained using Method 1. In order to 
avoid plotting all the curves calculated by both the meth-
ods for all the temperature points (due to their proximity) 
while analyzing the n(Т), p(T),  μn(Т)  and  μр(T) depen-
dences, we show only one curve for each specimen in 
Figs. 6 and 7.

Analysis of the dependences shown in Fig. 6 a showed 
that the electron and hole concentrations (n = p) for 
Specimens 1 and 2 as calculated using Method 1 or 
Method 2 are by approx. four orders of magnitude low-
er than the single-band model estimates (Fig. 6 b and 
Fig. 3 b). This agrees with earlier data [2, 22, 24]. The 
data summarized in Table 1 suggest that n and p of both 
specimens are close and are indeed irresolvable in a typ-
ical scale (Fig. 6 a). It should be noted that the n(Т) and 
p(T) curves shown in Fig. 6 a for Specimen 1 are always 
above (at least at T < 250 K) those for Specimen 2. 
Furthermore, as can be seen from the insets in Fig. 6 a 
the patterns of the n(Т) and p(T) dependences are nearly 
exponential.

The behavior of the n(Т) and p(T) dependences de-
scribed above suggests that the experimental b-P single 
crystals are intrinsic semiconductors with predominantly 
electron conductivity type.

As can be seen from Fig. 7 a, the temperature depen-
dences of the carrier mobilities for both carrier signs in 
both specimens exhibit a nonmonotonic behavior below 
25–50 K. Above 25–50 K the carrier mobilities decline 
with an increase in temperature and as can be seen from 
the inset in Fig. 7 a their curves obey a law close to 
μ(T) ~ Т–1. This μ(T) behavior was observed earlier [21, 
22, 24] and  indicates predominant carrier  scattering at 
lattice vibrations. The nonmonotonic behavior of the 
carrier mobility at low temperatures most probably tes-
tifies to insufficient allowance for the effect of the NMR 
on the PMR at low temperatures which is an indispens-
able condition for the correct use of Eqs. (1)–(18) for 
curve fitting. The mobility of the carriers drifting along 
the c axis in most part of the temperature range studied 
(at T > 50 K) is higher than that of the carriers drifting 

along the a axis which is in agreement with earlier data 
[2, 3].

There is an obvious correlation between the curve be-
havior shown in Fig. 3 and those in Figs. 6 and 7. This 
correlation  determines  the  specific  features  of  the  con-
ductivity anisotropy that changes its sign at about 225 K. 
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the carrier concentration 
n(T) in Specimen 1 grows with an increase in temperature 
and sees a saturation plateau at above 200 K. In the mean-
time, the μ(T) curve in Fig. 7 a on the contrary declines 
with an increase in T and also tends to saturation above 
200 K. As a result, this joint behavior of the n(T) and μ(T) 
dependences for Specimen 1 determines the weak σа(Т) 
dependence above 70 K (Fig. 3 a).

On the other hand, since the carrier concentration 
for Specimen 1 shown in Fig. 6 a increases with tem-
perature faster than that for Specimen 2, the σа(Т) curve 
for Specimen 1 in Fig. 3 a  is above the σс(Т) curve for 
Specimen 2. Since the carrier mobility in Specimen 2 
grows at above 150 K instead of dropping as for 
Specimen 1,  the  σс(Т) curve in Fig. 3 a grows instead 
of seeing a saturation plateau by analogy with the σа(Т) 
curve for Specimen 1.

It follows from the above that the conductivity anisot-
ropy is mainly determined by the carrier concentration 
anisotropy. Since the carrier concentration and mobility 
in Specimen 1 see a saturation plateau at high tempera-
tures whereas the carrier concentration in Specimen 2 al-
ways grows with temperature, the sign of the conductivity 
anisotropy in Specimen 2 changes. Thus the correlation 
between the temperature behavior of the conductivity 
shown in Fig. 3 and the electron and hole concentrations 
and mobilities shown in Figs. 6 and 7 indicates the cor-
rectness of the two-band model approach for analysis of 
carrier transport in the test b-P single crystals.

We will now compare the presence and behavior of 
the NMR effect in the test b-P specimens at low tempera-
tures (Fig. 4) with the results of the above analysis of the 
σа(Т), σс(Т), n(T) and μ(T) temperature dependences. The 
NMR effect is usually discussed within models describ-
ing electron drift under strong and/or weak atomic disor-
der conditions in crystals when the Lorentz mechanism 
whereby magnetic  field  affects  carrier movement  is  no 
longer active. For relatively weak disorder (weak local-
ization regime) the interaction of electrons with defects 
and phonons at low temperatures is elastic or quasielastic. 
Then the carrier drift is described by theory of quantum 
corrections to the Drude conductivity [44, 54] which pos-
tulates that crystals with weak localization may exhibit 

Table 1. Calculated carrier concentrations and mobilities for T = 25 K

Specimen
Concentration (1019 m-3) Mobility (m2/(V⋅s))

n p n = p μn μp μp = μn = μ

Method 1 Method 2 Method 2 Method 1

1 7.878 7.860 7.869 0.02212 0.02210 0.02211

2 3.328 3.332 3.330 0.02148 0.02147 0.02147
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the implementation of the so-called self-crossing electron 
trajectories. Then two clockwise and counterclockwise 
drifting electrons remain coherent in spite of the scatter-
ing because their wavefunction phase does not change. 
These electrons interfere with each other leading to a 
lower conductivity as compared with the value suggested 
by standard quantum theory for Drude conductivity [43, 
52].  In accordance with  the quantum corrections model 
[44, 54], application of even a relatively weak magnetic 
field (typically within B = 100 mT) causes phase breaking 
for these two electrons, i.e., violation of their coherency 
resulting in the interference of their wavefunctions and 
hence an increase in the conductivity (i.e., suppression of 
the quantum corrections). As compared with the Lorentz 
mechanism of electrical resistivity growth in a magnet-
ic  field  [43]  this  behavior  is  anomalous  since  it  corre-
sponds to the negative magnetoresistive effect. However 
the NMR effect in the test b-P crystals is observed up to 
B ~ 6 T magnetic fields (Fig. 4) which precludes  its de-
scription within the quantum corrections theory.

The NMR effect is often observed in strongly dis-
ordered semiconductors (i.e., under strong localization 
conditions) when hopping electron transport over local-
ized states occurs [50]. In this case the σ(Т) dependence 
is usually described by the relationship , where Т0 and 
σ0 are parameters depending on the density of localized 
states and the carrier wavefunction localization radi-
us and  the exponent  is η = 0.25  for Mott’s model and 
η  =  0.5  for  the  Shklovsky–Efros  theory. The magnet-
ic field dependences of the resistivity ρ(B) in the NMR 
effect region are described on the basis of the model 
[55]  which  implies  a  relation  of  the  following  type: 
ρ(B)  =  –ρ(0)exp(γ/Bm). Then the exponential constant  γ 
depends on the type of doping (defectiveness) of the ma-
terial and the carrier wavefunction localization radius. 
The use of appropriate fitting procedures for the experi-
mental σ(Т) and MR(B) dependences unfortunately failed 
to provide physically justified parameters of the models 
[50, 55]. Nevertheless  some  features  in  the behavior of 
the  σ(Т) and MR(B)  dependences  indicate  a  significant 

contribution of disorder in the b-P crystals to the varia-
tion of the material’s conductivity due to temperature and 
magnetic field. These features are primarily the saturation 
of the conductivity curve at Т → 0 (see inset in Fig. 3 b) 
and the NMR effect itself. It should be therefore borne 
in mind that in order to successfully describe the exper-
imental σ(Т,В) dependences on the basis of the quantum 
corrections  [44,  54,  55],  hopping  conductivity  [50,  55] 
and Schick’s models  for  large-scale  potential  relef  [49] 
these models should take into account the co-existence 
of two carrier types and the effect of structural defects 
induced during the b-P growth stage, specimen transpor-
tation and measurement preparation. Possibly, the com-
mon disregard to these contributions explains the great 
variety of literary reported models and approaches to the 
description of the electrical properties of b-P crystals and 
the large scatter of experimental results obtained by dif-
ferent experimentalists.

4. Conclusion

Study of the galvanomagnetic properties of black phos-
phorus (n-P) single crystals showed that these crystals 
are intrinsic semiconductors with two carrier types (elec-
trons and holes) having almost equal concentrations and 
mobilities. The temperature dependence of the electrical 
conductivity σ(Т) is determined by the orientation of the 
current vector relative to the a and c crystallographic 
axes and depends primarily on the carrier concentration 
anisotropy. At below 50–70 K the anisotropy coefficient 
α  =  [σа(Т)  –  σс(Т)]/σс(Т) is positive whereas at above 
220 K its sign changes to negative. We showed that the 
resistivity vs magnetic field dependences for both speci-
mens incorporate two competing contributions, i.e., the 
negative (NMR) and positive (PMR). The NMR contri-
bution seems to originate from structural disorder and is 
observed at Т < 25 K and В	< 6 T while the PMR one is 
associated with the Lorentz mechanism and shows itself 
at above 25 K in 6–8 T magnetic fields.
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